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HELLO EVERYONE!
Today in the Oracle Circle, I’m sharing the origin story of my second deck, Wisdom of the 
Hidden Realms.

This deck came to be while I was living in Sedona, Arizona. After creating my first deck, 
the Wisdom of Avalon, I knew that creating Oracle Cards was my passion, so when Hay 
House asked if I wanted to do another deck, I jumped at the chance! 

You may have heard me say before, that I channel all of my decks. It’s not that I hear a 
voice and take dictation, but rather I tune into the creative flow and allow the deck to show 
itself to me. After meditating and asking Spirit to show me what the deck was supposed 
to be, I had a series of dreams. Dreams of these fantastical beings—The Sun Dancers, The 
Chess Queen, The Diamond Dreamer, The Web Weaver and The Map Maker of Destiny! 
There were all kinds of beings and they all wanted to speak. 

These beings were archetypal energies that had personalities and were speaking to me 
from the hidden realms. These are the realms we can tune in to for information that is 
not typically available through our five senses. Oracle Cards act as a bridge between the 
mundane and the mystical.

This is a 44 card deck with 88 possible meanings because this deck is meant to be read 
both upright and reverse.

Upright = Ally

Reverse = Challenger, they challenge you to shift your focus

On each card, there is a being which has their own domain over which they are sovereign. 
So the answers come from their domain in the hidden realms, to you in the mortal world. 
This deck is a bit playful, it’s like you are in a fairy kingdom interacting with the beings 
that inhabit that realm.
The card chosen for the cover is The Altar Priestess and if you take a close look—that’s 
me!! This is the only deck that I appear in, although everyone thinks I’m in the Goddess 
Power Oracle too.

I hope you enjoyed learning more about the fantasy world of Wisdom the Hidden Realms. 
Remember, although it feels like a fairy tale, the wisdom and guidance are very real.

Next time, I will talk about my third deck, The Enchanted Map!
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